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BitCanna Mobile Wallet Guide

In this guide we will show you how to create your mobile wallet, and explain to 
you how to keep your coins safe and secure.

It is important to remember that you are the sole owner of your account. We 
cannot access your account nor recover your account, nor access your funds. 
Your account is only recoverable through your seed phrase (12 unique words), 
which you will generate during the creation of your mobile wallet account. 
Therefore it is very important to write this seed phrase down and keep it safe, 
because it is the only way to recover your account, and transfer your account 
to a new device.

Wallet creation and saving your back-up

• Head to the google play store on your Android device and install the BitCan-
na - Crypto wallet.  If you can’t find the app you can use this direct access 
link: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.BCNA.wallet

• Open the BitCanna mobile wallet and tap “Create a new account”. 
• Tap the box to put a checkmark and tap the arrow on the bottom-right of 

your screen to proceed to the next step.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.BCNA.wallet
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• Tap the arrow in the bottom-right corner. Now enter your seed phrase by 
tapping the words. We highly recommend entering it by reading it from 
the piece of paper or the text document you created in the previous step, 
this way you can automatically check if you wrote everything down cor-
rectly. Once entered, tap the arrow in the bottom-right of your screen. 

• Now enter your verification code twice, you will use this code to access 
the application in the future. We also recommend to store this verification 
code somewhere safe.

• The 12 unique words shown on your screen is the so-called “seed phrase”. 
With the seed phrase, you will be able to recover your account if you forget 
your verification code or want to transfer your wallet to a new device. Make 
sure to store these words in the right order on a piece of paper, in a text doc-
ument on a USB stick or both. As explained earlier, we are unable to recover 
your funds, and you are solely responsible for your wallet.

You have now successfully created your BitCanna Mobile Wallet.
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Sending coins
You can send coins by tapping the “Pay” section in the overview of your wallet. 
Now you can either scan a QR-code and send a transaction automatically, or 
you can choose to send coins manually to a BitCanna wallet address. 

Sending and receiving coins

Receiving coins
Tap the “Receive” section in the overview of your wallet. Now you can either pro-
vide your address to the sender, or you can choose to provide your QR-code by 
making a screenshot of your QR-code

Recovering or transferring your account
• Launch the BitCanna mobile wallet
• Tap the “Recover account” button. If you’re already logged in, you can head 

the settings icon and tap “Lock now” to get redirected to the begin screen.
• Enter the seed phrase from your back-up. Write the words in the correct or-

der and make sure to include a space between each word. Tap the arrow in 
the bottom-right corner once you’re finished. 

• Now enter a new verification code. Your account has been restored.

Other features
Exclusive offers
We will be featuring exclusive offers from our partners in the “offers” section. 
Keep an eye out on our social channels and the offer section within your mobile 
wallet!

Transaction history
By tapping the “History” section in the overview of your wallet you can view your 
transaction history.


